PECAN VALLEY GOLF ASSOCIATION - RIVER COURSE LOCAL RULES
USGA RULES APPLY EXCEPT WHERE LOCAL RULES AND
FORMAT DICTATES DIFFERENTLY











Water hazards marked by yellow stakes and lines.
Lateral hazards marked by red stakes and lines.
Out of bounds defined by white stakes and fence lines.
Any questions as to procedure play a second ball. You must notify your
fellow competitors that you are doing so, and golf professionals will make
ruling after completion of play.
The entrance road is out of bounds. If you cross the road into the opposite
fairway you are out of bounds. This includes the road to the left and behind
#9 green.
The maintenance compound is out of bounds.
On Hole #18, the fence to the left is out of bounds and past the fence is
marked as a lateral hazard.
Please exchange scorecards with your fellow competitors prior to play. Turn
in your scorecard at scoreboard, immediately following your last hole,
making sure there are two signatures, the scorer and attest. Ties decided by
USGA Rules.
Balls will be played down unless otherwise noted except for Thanksgiving to
Easter the ball will be played up (lift and place one grip length). Lift, clean
and place will be determined by the golf professionals and President/Vice
President.

Please fill your divots with sand, repair ball marks on the greens, and keep carts
on the paths around the greens and tees.

Have a great time and enjoy the tournament!

PECAN VALLEY GOLF ASSOCIATION - HILLS COURSE LOCAL RULES
USGA RULES APPLY EXCEPT WHERE LOCAL RULES AND
FORMAT DICTATES DIFFERENTLY












Water hazards marked by yellow stakes and lines.
Lateral hazards marked by red stakes and lines.
Out of bounds defined by white stakes and fence lines.
Any questions as to procedure play a second ball. You must notify your
fellow competitors that you are doing so, and golf professionals will make
ruling after completion of play.
The fence on Hole #3 is out of bounds.
The inside of the driving range poles mark out of bounds. If the range
netting interferes with your swing, you may take free relief (nearest point
of relief, one club length & no penalty). No relief will be given for
interference with driving range poles.
The area left of Hole #4 is an integral part of the course.
Please exchange scorecards with your fellow competitors prior to play. Turn
in your scorecard at scoreboard, immediately following your last hole,
making sure there are two signatures, the scorer and attest. Ties decided by
USGA Rules.
Balls will be played down unless otherwise noted except for Thanksgiving to
Easter the ball will be played up (lift and place one grip length). Lift, clean
and place will be determined by the golf professionals and President/Vice
President.

Please fill your divots with sand, repair ball marks on the greens, and keep carts
on the paths around the greens and tees.

Have a great time and enjoy the tournament!

